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. Curators Back Ratchford, 
Oppose Super-board Plan 
Missouri may be facing a major 
change in the structure of its higher 
education. A Reorganization Com-
mission , better known as the "Little 
Hoover Commission" is trying to 
revamp the State 's educational 
structure as well as revising other state 
departments. 
The original plan of the Little Hoover 
Commission concerning higher ' 
education was presented to the 
Missouri General Assembly in the first 
week of the current session. The plan 
called for the establishment of a State 
Board of Higher Education. This Board 
would head the State Department of 
Higher Education. 
The new board would have 
jurisdiction over sta tewide higher 
education policies. It would present a 
budget to the governor for all higher 
educational programs , establish 
general admission policies, set charges 
and fee schedules , approve degree 
programs , and make jurisdictional 
assignments among educational 
programs for all state colleges and 
universities in the state. 
Since the time the Little Hoover Plan 
was introduced, two amendments have 
been introduced into the legislature. 
One would place a nine-man " super-
board" over the exis ting governing 
bodies of the state's colleges and 
universities. The other would put all 
public higher education under one 
board of 21 members elected from the 
state 's congressional districts. 
Neither amendment calls for the 
establishment of a State Department of 
Higher Education, which is thought by 
many to entail the sort of bureaucracy 
that the Little Hoover Commission is 
trying to avoid. 
Concerned ' over the consequences of 
the original proposal of the Hoover 
Commission might have upon the 
University, President Ratchford ap-
pointed a University Task Force to find 
facts about methods of governing 
public Higher Education in other 
states. In justifying the Task Force, 
Ratchford said "Because the Little 
Hoover Commission's proposal is ob-
viousl y a step tha t should not be taken 
without very careful study, the 
University felt the need existing for an 
extensive fact finding investigation." 
According to the first report of the 
Task Force, there are basic structures 
of higher education. Missouri is one of 
16 states which have coordinating 
boards which oversee the institutional 
boards. Nineteen states have 
"superboards" which are responsible 
tor all public higher education. Three 
states have no formal coordination 
plan. 
Based on information gathered by the 
Task Force, Ratchford and several 
student leaders from the Columbia 
campus have testified before the 
legislature in opposition of the Little 
Hoover Commission's' originaJplan. 
Ratchford has been trying to stress the 
importance of a total reorganization , 
and -the far-reaching effects it may 
have. 
Seeking official backing, Ratchford 
asked the Board of Curators to draft 
some formal resolution opposing the 
original plan. As expected, the Curators 
issued a resolution in opposition. At the 
same time , however , the Board favored 
the amendments to the original 
proposal stating ''Either plan offers 
via bel alternatives, which in principle, 
thIS Board hnds acceptable." Some 
Board members voiced opposition to 
the "superboard" plan stating it would 
add "cost, confusion , and conf1ict to the 
structure of higher education in 
Missouri." 
Dr. Schooling Named UMC Chancellor 
Dr. Herbert Schooling, has been 
named chancellor of the University of 
Missouri-Columbia campus, unive~sity 
president C. Brice Ratchford an-
nounced Friday , January 29. Dr. 
Ratchford had recommended 
Schooling, and he then received the 
approval of the Board of Curators. 
Dr. Schooling fills the post which has 
been vacant since Dr. John W. Sch-
wanda left the university to become 
president of Arizona State in Tempe, 
Arizona thirteen months ago. For the 
past year Dr. Schooling has been 
serving as interim chancellor. In 
making the announcement, Dr. Rat-
chford stated that since Schooling took 
over as interim chancellor, he had been 
"providing necessary guidance and 
leadership ." 
Dr. Schooling began his ad-
ministrative career on the Columbia 
campus as dean of the college of 
Education in 1963. He was the first 
person to be named provost of the 
Columbia campus and second to 
become dean of faculties. 
He was named to the latest post 
February 1, 1966, and was given the 
added assignment of provost in 1969. 
Born in Lawrence County near Pierce 
City in 1912, Schooling was superin-
tendent of schools at Webster Groves 
for six years, associated professor of 
education and director of pre-collegiate 
education at University of Missouri 
1954. He is a graduate of Southwest 
Missouri State College at Springfield. 
Schooling stated in a press release 
from the University that he is "aware 
tha t successful leadership of an 
educational institution is dependent 
upon the support of man y groups---
facult y, students, aaministrative 
colleagues alumni, and the general 
community." He also " hopes his ad-
ministration will merit this support." 
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House of Atreus to Perform 
Ozark Mountain Music 
Dick and Anne Albin of '''The House of Atreus" have been 
sched~~ed to perform a concert of Ozarks and Appaiachian folk lore 
titled Makin Do With What You Have" in the Student 'Union 
Ballroom , this Friday, February 4th at 7:30 p.m . 
The concer~ features traditional folktales, and songs from theSE 
mountain regl~ms. and has. been described, as having the feeling of a 
back por.ch singing sessIOn. The Albin s accompany their songs 
wl!h dulCimers they have designed and built themselves, banjos, 
QUltars, and auto harps . 
"The House of Aterus" is a Kentuck -based music theater com-
pany specializing in college concerts, lectures and special events. 
It was formed 3 years ago by the Albins to offer student activity 
boards an alternative to high -cost concerts. 
Since then, the Albins have produced numerous campus concerts 
and workshops on folk music and have started an annual folk festival 
in association with the University of Louisville. 
They have traveled to campuses across the country and have 
performed as part of the National Humanities Series and the 
National Fol k Festival. 
The concert is free to those with a UMR 10. 
'. 
.' 
CASINO ROY ALE 
Movie Times: 4: 00 and 6: 00 
How do you describe a motion 
picture thats almost in-
describable ? CASINO ROYALE 
is adventure, spoof, spectacle; 
but above all , it 's en-
tertainment. Anything can 
happen in CASINO ROYALE 
bec ause this is a super-
spectacular screen en-
tertainment in which the sky 
is the limit- and sometimes it 
doesn't stop there. Our J ames 
Bonds make love to 43 women, 
shoot 56 men, send Indians on 
the warpath, ride a t1ying 
saucer , escape a South 
American Revolution, meet the 
. daughters of Mati Hari, smash 
SMERSH to smithereens, take a 
peek behind the iron curtain and 
break the bank a t the Casino . 
With P eter Sellers , Ursula 
Andress, and David Niven. 
Byzantine Mass 
Given In Rolla 
In observanoll of the Week of 
Pra yer for Christian Unity , 
Father Patrick Hoffmann of St. 
Theresa Parish in Dixon, held a 
Byzantine Mass in St. Patrick's 
Auditorium a t the 10:30 
Newman Mass Jan. 23. Father 
Hoffmann· is a Roman Catholic 
priest but much of his life has 
been spent with the Byzantine 
people and he has permission to 
celebrate Mass in their rite. 
The Byzantine liturgy is quite 
similar to the Roman Catholic 
yet there are differences . Their 
liturgy contains much chanting 
and singing along with an 
abundant use of incense. The 
Byszantines desire to establish 
a sense of community between 
man and God as well as ·between 
man and man. Everyone is 
invited to join in the receiving of 
Communion . 
After Mass Father Hoffmann 
related a fe w customs of the 
Byzantine people. This sect 
allows their priests to marry 
and they acknowledge divorce 
and re-marriage . They give 
Baptism and Confirmation in 
the same ceremony and ad-
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Auditions For "Charlie Brown" To Be Held 
The newly-formed UMR 
Theater Guild has begun work 
on its premier presentation , 
"You're A Good Man , Charlie 
Brown," and will be holding 
auditions next Monday and 
Tuesday nights on the UMR 
campus. 
Gary Fears, president of the 
guild and director of the 
musical, has set the dates for 
February 7th (Monday) for 
initial autitions with call-backs 
and special auditions for those 
~nable to attend the first session 
on the following night. The 
auditions will be held in Room 
101 of the Old Cafeteria . They 
are open to anyone in the Rolla 
area , not just UMR students. 
Six roles will be cast for the 
play, scheduled for April 'J:7 at 
UMR, with four parts for men-
Charlie Brown, Linus , 
Schroeder, and Snoopy, and two 
for women - Lucy and Patty . 
"We 're hoping a lot of girls 
will be interested enough to 
tryout," said Fears, "otherwise 
we could run into difficulties in 
casting the female roles." 
Besides actors , the 
production is requesting 
volunteers with talents in other 
areas. Persons interested in 
participating as set builders or 
on stage or lighting crews are 
needed, and a pianist, drummer 
and flutist are being sought. 
Persons wishing to audition or 
volunteer for the technical 
crews can obtain more infor-
mation by calling Gary Fears at 
364-4841. 
Rollanlo Picture Schedule 
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 2 
Intercollegiate Knights 7: 00 
Inter;-Service Council 7: 10 
Assn. of U.S. Army Students 7:20 
College Young Republicans 7: 30 
Forensic Society 7: 40 
His tory Club 7:50 
Pershing Rifles 8: 00 
Society of Automotive Engr. 8: 10 
Raiders 8: 20 
Rock Climbing Club 8: 30 
Rugby Club 8:40 
Soccer Club 8:50 
Intramurals Managers Assn. 9:00 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY8 
Spelunkers 8:00 
Sports Car Club 8: 10 
Association of Married Students 8: 20 
UMR Dames 8: 30 
American Ceramic Society 8: 40 
AIAA 8:50 
AIME : Soc . of Mining Engr. 9:00 
AIME : Soc. of Petroleum Engr. 7:00 
American Management Assn. 7: 10 
ASCE 7:20 
ASME 7:30 
Assn. for Computing Machinery 7:40 
Photography Club 7:50 
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 16 
IEEE 7:00 
Engineering Geologists 7: 10 
Psychology Club 7: 20 
Christian Science 7: 25 
Gamma Alpha Delta 7:30 
Blue Key 7:40 
Circle K 7:50 
St. Pat's Board 8:00 
Chi Epsilon 8: 15 
Independents 8:30 
8:45 
Dress : Coat and Tie 
Place : Student Union Ballroom 
Military Ball Scheduled 
Valentine's Weeke.nd 
"Gimmick Rallye" 
On Sunday, February 6, the 
UMR Sports Car Club will 
sponsor a Gimmick Rallye 
entitled "Riddle Rallye" . This 
is a non-speed event in which 
your driving will lead you to the 
answers to riddles. The rallye 
will begin at the multi-purpose 
parking lot and will last about 
three hours. Registration will 
start at 12 :00 noon with the 
rallye following at 12:30. The 
entire rallye will be run on hard 
surface roads and the at the end 
there will be a party for all 
contestants. Entry fee is $2.00 
for UMRSCC members and 
$3.00 for non-members . 
Valentines Party Weekend 
fast approaching· once again 
this year for the UMR campus 
and all the Miners are 
preparing to entertain their 
favorite sweethearts. One of thE 
highlights of the weekend will 
be this year ' s edition of · the 
Military Ball. The Ball will take 
place at 9:00 p.m. on Saturday 
night, February 12th, in the 
Student Union Ballroom. En-
tertainment for the evening will 
be provided by the Lloyd 
Stevens orchestra featuring 
their vocalist, Tony Mercurio. 
Tickets for the event can be 
purchased at the price of $3.00 
per couple and all students of 
UMR and their friends are 
cordiallY' invited to attend. 
Dress f~r the occasion will be 
semi-formal. 
candidates entered by the social 
organizations . Each 
organization that submits a 
contestant will have a 
representative that will be part 
of the judging committee. Each 
rep will be required to vote 3 
times and the queen and her 
court will be decided by the 
ladies receiving the highest 
·total amount of votes. The 
queen will be crowned by 
Colonel Vernon Loesing, 
Professor of Military Science. 
NOTICE 
NOTICE 
Due to unforseen difficulty 
Tile House 4-Ugly Man 
donations will be returned: 
Feb. 10, 11. Pick up refunds 
between hours of 6:30 - 7:30 
p.m. in room 116 Farrar. 
STARTS THURSDAY 







A BBS PRODUCTION 
DRIVE. 
HE SAID 





Fri. and Sat. 
11:30 
MEET WILBUR STEEL 
... "SUPER DADDY"! 
T~E MOST bEAUTiful 
GiRls iN T~E WORld 




A queen and court will be 
chose for the Ball from the 
IFC Bridge Tournament 
will be held February 22, in 
the Student Union from 1 to 
6 p.m. Free Substitution. 4 
player house. See your IfC 
Representative for details . 
- SAVE UP TO 50% -
AUTO PARTS & ACC . . - SPEED EQUIP. 
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY 




i<dta (fta,1t- '7I(Jdifi 
605 PINE STREET 
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401 
PHONE 364-5581 
CRAFTS - HOBBIES -
ARTlSTS'SUPPLIES 
MILITARY BALL 
FRESH ORCHID - CORSAGES 
$2.75 ea. 
2 for $3.50 
VARIED COLORS 
LORRAINES M UMS & ORCHIDS 
703 Salem 364-3935 
BUD CANS ..... ...... ............... ...... ····· 6 Pack $1.31 
STERLING DRAFT BEER ..... .. ..... ... . · ...... Case $4.17 
BONNES FARM ..... : ...... .... ....... .... ....... Fifth $ .88 
Apple & Strawberry 
SCHLITZ DRAFT.. ... ........ ...... .... ..... ..... Quart $ .44 
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Wednesday, February 2, 1972 
Sergeant David B. Durk 
The most controvesial New 
York policeman in years will 
speak in the Student Union 
Ballroom on Wednesday, Feb. 9 
at 7:30. 
He is 36 years old David B. 
Durk a peripatetic Amherst 
graduate who balances his 
duties as a sergeant in an an-
tique corruption unit with those 
of part time lecturer at two 
eastern universities. 
Sgt. Durk has been recruiting 
on college campuses for police 
forces and speaking on 
corrupion within the law en-
forcement system. 
Drive For Blood 
Soon will be the time for all 
good Miners to come to the aid 
of the UMR Blood Committee, 
namely February 15, 16, and 
17th. Be there to sign up to give 
a pint so others may live. The 
place will be in front of the Ball 
Room in the Student Unton. The 
American Red Cross will have a 
Bloodmobile unit down here at 
the 23 and 24th of this month in 
the previously mentioned 
location. Help us make our goal 
of 200 units of blood each day . 
Did you know people are just 
dying to get a chance to use 
your blood? Its true, every 
minute , 10 units of blood are 
needed in hospitals across the 
nation. Your body can replace 
that priceless pint in usually a 
couple of hours . If you 're not 
sure you can give blood due to 
some physical disorders , come 
to see us anyway. We'll tell you 
if you can give blood or not. In 
the glorious State of Missouri, 
an 18 year old can give blood 
without parential consent. 
Before you are allowed to 
donate blood, you have to pass a 
mini-physical. It amounts to 1) 
being weighed (you must be 
over 110 pounds.) 2) check 
temperature (hopefully around 
98.6 degrees Fahrenheit ) 3) 
hemoglobin test (test for 
anemia ) 4) blood pressure 
checked (to see if you 
have any blood in your 
veins( answer some 
questions about your 
medical History. The 
actual process of giving blood 
takes less than 10 minutes. That 
small pint of golden fluid can do 
so much to save a life - maybe 
yours. Refreshments in the 
form of sandwiches and soda 
will be furnished for donors . 
The donated blood is 
separated into the red cells, 
platelets, white cells ana 
plasma. Whole blood (blood 
plus a preservative - citric acid, 
sodium citrate and dextrose 
solution) must be cold stored at 
1 to 6 degrees Celsius. It can be 
stored like that for only 21 days. 
Plasma, the liquid portion of the 
blood, is seperated from the 
cells by centrifuging and is used 
mainly in the treatment of 
Hemophillia. The solids 
seperated from the plasma are 
a mixture of red and white cells 
and platelets. This 
conglomerate (commonly. 
known as red cell concentrate ) 
can be kept for 21 days like 
whole blood. The ARC break 
down plasma into fractions by a 
process known as selective 
precipistion. Mixing the 
plasma and certain chemicals 
results in proteins seperatea 
individually as pastes which are 
quickly frozen and dried. The 
proteins dry, white powders in 
this form, and are stable 
easily stored. Many fractions 
have been isolated and 
derivitives are new available 
for medical use. Serum 
Albumin is used in treatm-
ment of certain kidney and liver 
diseases. Gamma Globulin is 
able to modify or prevent 
measles and some infections . 
As research continues, more 
will be available. 
You can be sure your blood 
will be put to good use by the 
American Red Cross. 
Remember, you have nothing to 
lose by giving blood and the 
chance to save a life. Think 
about it' 
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News From Across Campus 
Student Council 
UMR's Student Council met 
Tuesday, Jan. 25, for their 
usual business meeting. 
Besides the usual topics of 
business and discussion , the 
possibility of lobbyists in Jef-
ferson City representing 
student interests was raised. 
Student Council President 
Jeff Korklan introduced the 
idea of student lobbyists in the 
state capitol. The details have 
not been worked out, but the 
idea is that the universities and 
colleges would hire people to 
lobby in the Missouri 
legislature. The cost of this 
would be borne by the students. 
Initially, it is hoped that such 
lobbyists could help gain ap-
propriations for the schools and 
in the future represent student 
opinions and views. 
It was reported that a faculty 
evaluation was forthcoming 
Circle K 
Circle -K Club, a service 
organization for male students 
which is similar to the Kiwanis, 
is accepting membership b} 
interested students who are 
willing to serve the campus and 
community in service projects . 
At present, the members of 
Circle-K are collecting ads to 
sell . book covers during the 
course of the semester, and to 
assist the Rolla Kiwanis in other 
community service projects . In 
the past , members of Circle-K 
ha ve served as tour guides 
during University Day and 
other functions. 
The members. of Circle-K 
would like to extend a welcome 
to all old members and to any 
"young blood" who wish to 
serve the campus. New ideas 
for service projects are needed 
because last semester, the 
membership was down due to 
the lack of projects . This 
semester, however, Circle-K is 
getting off to a good start in 
service projects. The first 
business meeting of the 
semester will be held on 
Wednesday , February 2nd at 
6:00 p.m. at the Student Union. 
For you younger men, this is an 
opportuni ty to obtain campus 
recognition and to use your 
leadership abilities. 
Girl's Auxiliary 
After a long wait and much 
hopeful planning the arrival of a 
service organization for UMR. 
Coeds will soon take place. For 
some time many girls have 
expressed a sincere desire to 
be a member of a campus 
service organization and work 
for the service of students 
Unfortunately , it has been 
almost impossible to work 
within any existing 
organiza tion. . 
This semester the Osage 
chapter of the Intercollegiate 
Knights has arranged with the 
Osage chapter and officially be 
part of the Intercollegiate 
Knights national honor service 
organization. The purpose of the 
Auxiliary chapter is to provide 
a leadership experience and an 
opportunity for girls to perform 
valuable service for the Rolla 
campus and community. A 
membership smoker for all 
interested girls will be held on 
February 3 . at 7: 00 in the 
Student Union Ballroom . No 
specific grade point will be 
required for membership. 
SI. Pat's , 
Beard Contest 
The arrival of our patron 
saint, St. Pat, is only a short 
time away; and the St. Pat's 
Board of the University of 
1issouri at Rolla wants to 
"ncourage students at UMR to 
start growing whiskers upon 
their faces. 
To do this , the St. Pat's Board 
will sponsor a beard contest 
with judging in five catagories 
at the games held at Lions 
Park, St. Pat's Party Weekend. 
These ca tagories are: 1. The 
full beard and mustache ; 2. 
Soup strainer; 3. Van Dyke; 4. 
Fu Man-Chu; 5. Novelty beard. 
Don't waste time and money 
shaving! Start your beard f~r 
st. Pat's TODAY! 
~.1> 
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University of Missouri - Rolla 
UMR Coed In Contest 
The Hospitality Committee 
of the Student Union Board has 
announced the entry of a UMR 
Coed in the Glamour 
Magazine 's 1972 Top Ten 
College Girls Contest. The 
entry , Miss Nancy Ketring from 
Farmington, Missouri, is a 
freshman here fulfilling pre-
optometric requirements before 
going to Optometery School. 
Her other act ivities include 
being vice-president of the 71-72 
piEidge class of Sigma Delta ; a 
little sister of Lambda Chi 
Alpha , and a member of the 
Hospitality Committee. 
First runner-up was Adonica 
Henley, who is majoring in 
computer science and second 
runner-up was Amy Strunk , an 
English major. 
The Missouri Miner intervied 
Miss Ketring, and asked her 
about the contest. When asked 
how she was selected Miss 
Ketring replied, "the sororities 
and fraternities on campus each 
selected a candidate, then the 
Student Union Board selected 
the girl to enter the contest. The 
girls were judged on fashion , 
grooming, extra-curricular 
activities and by personal in-
terviews. Asked how she felt by 
being selected to reptesent 
UMR in the contest, she sa id 
was probably the most exciting, 
unique thing that ever happened 
to her, and that it was a real 
privilege to have been 
selected. 
The final co:npetetion in the 
contest will be judged on 
pictures and an essay of her 
social and academic life on the 
UMR campus. The contest is a 
search of outstanding college 
girls who represent the best of 
each year 's changing campus 
life. The winner of the national 
contest will be chosen from 
entries from all over the 
country and will be announced 
in the August issue of Glamour. 
Nancy Ketring 
d , 
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Yours-Theirs - Ours 
Editorial Opinion 
Well. that father of the benevolent, that greatest of philan-
thropists . that giver of giver, the Honorable Richard H. Ichord has 
done it again. This week he formally announced the establishment 
of the Richard H. Ichord Fund (catchy title, huh?) to grant short-
term loans to UMR students. There's only one problem. Someone 
has prostituted what was originally supposed to be a scholarship 
into a loan fund. 
The entire program was begun last year by the congressman 
after a member of the Chicago Seven , David Dillenger had been 
invited to speak on that campus and had been paid $800. Originally 
Mr. Ichord had been scheduled to speak a few weeks later free of 
charge . When he found out that Mr. Dillenger had been paid for his 
speech, Ichord cancelled out and informed the Student Union Board 
(the sponsoring organization) that he would not speak unless he 
was paid the same amount that Dillenger had been paid. 
In what could be called the "wishy-washy" act of the year, the 
S.U.B. agreed to pay the money . Then Ichord announced that the 
money' he received from the speaking engagement and from all 
future speaking engagements would be put into an account which 
would establish a scholarship fund. 
So Ichord made his talk and $800 was put into the bank. But 
evidently things didn 't go too well for the fund after that. 
Early this fall , Congressman Ichord was to speak at St. Louis 
University, but when he informed that school that they would have 
to pay a fee which would be added to the fund, the St. Louis U. 
people cancelled his appearence. 
In the first issue of the school year, the MINER ran a sort of 
"open letter" article concerning the status of the scholarship fund 
at that time. It had been found that the money had been deposited 
in a local bank, but that no information had been given out on how a 
student might apply for the scholarship. The MINER placed 
several calls to Mr. Ichord 's'office in Houston, Mo. - calls that were 
never returned. 
Now almost ten months after receiving the money from the 
students of UMR, Mr. Ichord had added $200 of his own money to 
establish a loan fund which will be available to students after 
March. 
The Miner is in no way against this fund, which will help 
students pay their incidental fees. But the qualifications an ap-
plicant must have to recieve the aid are slightly more than unfair. 
First, the student must be a citizen of the United States and a 
student at UMR. No argument there. But first preference will be 
given to Army or Air Force ROTC students. Doesn't Mr. Ichord 
know that as of November 14, 1971 , the students enrolled in the 
advanced"courses of ROTC received $100 a month, ten months out 
of the year, for "$1,000 dollars a year! Certainly the program is not 
based on the need of students. This also discriminates agains the 
coeds on campus , as the UMR-ROTC programs are not set up to 
include women , even though there is women's Air Force ROTC on 
many campuses. (the Army does not have a program for women.) 
Fortunately, the allotment of loans will be made by the Student 
Financial Aid Department, and we have great faith in the fairnes 
of Ray Pendergrass, the director. 
In the future though , why couldn't the Student Union Board take 
$1,000 of its money and put it directly into the same type of loan 
fund under a name like "The Student Union Board Student Loan 
Fund. " In that way , the students themselves could set up the 
necessary qualifications and eliminate the "middle man. " 
The Missouri Miner 
THE MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of 
the University of Missouri - Rolla . It is published at Rolla, Mo., every 
Wednesday during the school year. Entered as second class matter 
February 8,1945, at the Post Office at Rolla, Mo. 65401, under the Act 
of March 3,1879. The subscription is S1.25 per semester. This Missouri 
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Pete's Potshots By Pete Pixum 
Eulogy to K' Daniel Hinkle 
Mr. Hinkle-In response to your 
letter which appeared in the last 
issue of the Missouri Miner , we 
hasten to assure you that the 
word " dormie" shall never 
appear in this column. Hen-
ceforth, the dormies shall be 
referred to. (if at all), by their 
full and proper title. "The 
Residents of Mr. Ha." 
As for the remainder of your 
highly critical letter , we studied 
it with J(reat interest. After 
considerable reflection, t.he 
words of George Eliot came to 
mind ... An ass may bray a good 
while before he shakes the stars 
down." 
If,. in the future, you plan to 
write other letters to the editor, 
we advise you to consider first 
the warning delivered by 
another famous humorist, who 
like Pete Pixum, was too 
cowardly to sign his real name 
to his composttions. "Son, never 
get caught in a kicking fight 
when you've got the tail, and 
he's got the shoe." The author of 
this statement was a gentleman 
named Samuel Langhorne 
Clemens; perhaps you know 
him better as Mark Twain. 
Our Man Hoppe 
Members of the Rolla 
Volunteer Fire Department 
were called out this weekend to 
battle a three alarm blaze in 
front of WRHA, the women's 
dormitory. The fire apparently 
started when a group of coeOs 
banded together to burn their 
bras in protest of the "continual 
oppressment and harassment 
by the majority of the student 
body." Firemen sifting through 
the rubble discovered the 
remains of fifteen brassieres, 
two trainers, and a box of Band-
Aids. 
Students, beware, the 
revolution is at hand. 
The shot heard around Rolla 
was fired at the Student Union 
Talent Show last · semester. 
DurinJ( a skit entitled "Don't 
brother: "I'm a UMR Coed" 
members of the audience began 
tossing money onto the stage. 
This could be interpreted as 
high praise of the skit, or rather 
low opinion of the moral fiber of 
the actors involved. The girls 
chose the latter interpretation, 
and the war was on. 
Sweatshirts magically ap-
peared on campus proclaiming 
"Don't Bother - I 'm a UMR 
Coed." Letters to the Miner and 
Balthazar were written. 
Balthazar, Prince of Peace, 
and Atrocities, editor of the 
Miner jumped into the fray with 
both feet, (at least one of which 
is usually lodged in his mouth.) 
He lambasted the coeds in his 
usual friendly' manner. '(Did 
hear the one about the UMR 
coed so dumb she had 
to take off her swea ter 
to count to two?) 
Meanwhile, KMSM saw a 
golden opportuni ty to attack 
arch-rival Balthazar. (KMSM 
has disliked Baltazar ever since 
he made some comments about 
Bill Titty being the "world's 
dumbest genius." Also Balls 
mentioned something about 
KRUD being the only radio 
station in town where the knobs 
on the control panel are bigger 
than those on the girls.) 
KMSM attacked Balthazar. 
They said he couldn't get a date 
with the KMSM duck , let alone a 
girl. Sweatshirts announcing 
"Don't Bother - I'm the KMSM 
Duck" began to be seen all over 
campus. 
continued on page 8 
Idleness., The Key To Prosperity 
First the good news: Mr. 
Nixon's Full Employment 
Budget is going to wind up in 
balance during fiscal 1972! 
And now the bad news : This 
means the Government's going 
another $38.8 billion in the red -
the biggest actual budget deficit 
since World War II. 
But don't worry about it. As 
Commerce Secretary Maurice 
Stans and other Administration 
officials explain it, it's perfectly 
all right to go that much in the 
hole because, fortunately, there 
are a lot of people out of work. 
You see, as Mr. Stans ex-
plains it , if our six million 
unemployed had jobs , they 
would be paying taxes and 
spending what's left o\. ;r. So 
there wouldn't be any d ,ficit 
In fact , if unemployment 
soars between now and the end 
of the fiscal year in June, we 
may even have a Full Em-
ployment Budget surplus! But 
let's not be overly optimistic. 
In any event, the Ad-
ministration's fiscal concept not 
only cheers us all, but it's done 
wonders for the jobless. Take 
my friend, Kenneth Alexander, 
an unemployed bell pepper 
stuffer. 
No sooner had Mr. Alexander 
read Mr . Stans' explanation 
than he went out and charged a 
matched pair of water skis. 
Mr. Alexander 's wife , lone, 
expressed surprise a this 
action. ("Now what have you 
done, you meathead?" was the 
way she expressed it.) But once 
he explained the concept and 
assured her it had the 
President's personal approval, 
she relented. 
"You mean because you 
aren't making $212 a week 
stuffing bell peppers you can 
afford new water skis?" she 
said suspiciously. 
"Right!" he said. "They're no 
strain at all on my Full Em-
ployment Budget." 
"What about me?" she said 
getting enthused. "If I were 
fully employed at myoid job as 
a gandy dancer, (cq) I'd be 
bringing home another $186 a 
week. 
"By golly!" he said, whipping 
out a pencil. "That's a total of 
$389. We can afford the 
payments on a matched 31-foot 
Chris Craft to match our water 
skis." 
"Not to mention a matched 
mouton stole," she said. "And 
don't forget our five kids, none 
of whom is fully - or even 
partially - employed, thank 
goodness. Think of the take-
home pay they're not taking 
home. " 
"Good thinking! Let's see, 15-
year-old Philbert could make 
$100 a week as a hot chestnut 
salesman while six-months-Qld 
Philomena should bring in at 
least 20 cents an hour as a door 
stop ... " 
In no time at all, the 
Alexander family wasn't 
making a fabulous $33,280 a 
year. On an income like this 
they could easily afford their 
new 51r., bathroom home, their 
condominium in Aspen and 
their Mercedes-Benz camper. 
The four older children en-
joyed the 15-speed bikes they 'd 
not earned for themselves, 
while little Philomena cooed 
happily in her ten-speed baby 
carriage. . 
They were a little disap-
pointed when they discovered 
they didn't have the money for a 
Grand Tour of Europe. They 
didn 't , that is, until Mr. 
Alexander cleverly quit not 
stuffing bell peppers and 
became an unemployed 
plumber instead - thus tripling 
the salary he wasn't getting 
overnight. 
And, obviously , anybody with 
a Full Employment Income of 
$55,328 a year can afford a 
Grand Tour of Europe. At least 
that 's what Mr. Alexander 's 
attorney told the judge. 
But as Mr. Alexander said 
glumly to Mrs. Alexander on 
visiting day: "It seems a guy 
who can believe in a concept 
like that always winds up in the 
White House or in jail." 
NOTICE 
.. All organizations that are 
not entering a large float in 
the 19i2 St. Pat's Parade 
are strongly encouraged to 
submit a non-float entry. 
A trophy will be awarded. 
Before 
sl3ted !hat 
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Wednesday, February 2, 1972 
Give A Dallln 
By Sidney Birchfield 
Before the semester ended I 
stated that the original intention 
of the semester's editorial was 
to discuss abortion. Instead I 
ga ve good ole Rogerno a well-
deserved sendoff from the 
stafLSince that time, even more 
information concerning 
abortion lias come to light and 
with that note , I jump right into 
the turmoil. 
There was considerable 
amount of furor over the fact 
that the Missouri Miner ran 
abortion ads - furor, that is, 
amongst the higher ups in 
regarding its constitutional and 
moral aims. The ads were 
dropped to avoid any trouble as 
experienced by the edi tor of a 
Florida college newspaper who 
found himself under the gum 
from the community and 
legislature and facing a lawsuit. 
In a ruling by the county courts, 
all charges were dropped as the 
184 year old abortion law was 
found unconstitutional. 
So, how does this affect the 
Missuri Miner? Actually, it 
effects it from the standpoint 
that it points out the fact that 
. abortion does exist, though 
many legislators and others in 
positions of influence pretend 
that it doesn't. Keeping abortion 
ads out of college newspapers 
(where a good many of those 
desiring them are found) does 
not change the fact that it does 
exist and that every year 
thousands of Missourians leave 
the state for New York (the 
most liberal of all states) or 
Kansas (closer but far more 
expensive and more red tape). 
The tragic part of it is that those 
who cannot obtain information 
or contacts usually wind up 
under the knife of some quack 
(as recently evidenced by the 
big abortion breakdown in 
North St. Louis) or unlicensed 
person ; or in a have-to-
marriage which usually does 
not benefit either party. 
I am not writing to either 
promote or criticize the ethics 
and morals surrounding 
abortion. What I am criticizing 
is the fact that legislators , in 
. particular our Board of 
Curators which do not even 
allow abortion illrormation to be 
revealed through the conseling 
centers, are trying to ignore 
that which is prevalent. If a 
person wants an abortion-they 
usually will get it. With in-
formation and counseling at 
hand, couples or single women 
could get professional ad'vfce 
instead of having to bet in-
formation second had or none at 
all. An abortion ad hurts no one. 
Il merely points out the fact that 
it does exist and there are 
agencies which will help 
because the legislators and 
administrators will not. Isn't it 
time for a change?!!! 
SMS Drops Closed-
Circuit TV Proposal 
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (CPS)-
Citing lack of funds , the 
Southern Missouri State College 
administration has scrapped a 
plan to install a closed-circuit 
TV surveillance system on that 
campus. 
"In view ot tne lact tne 
federal matching funds are less 
than the specified 60 percent of 
the total purchase price, we are 
dropping the project," said 
SMSC President Duane Meyer. 
The SMSC Board of Regents 
had authorized the purchase 
and installation of the camera 
equipment in December, 
contingent upon the granting of 
matching federal funds to cover 
60 percent of the $40 ,097 pur-
chase price . 
However, Region II of the 
Law Enforcement Assistance 
Council, the funding agency, 
would only go with a maximum 
of $20,925. 
Prior to the Regents approval 
of the system the New 
Democratic Coalition staged a 
rally in opposition to the 
cameras with both students and 
faculty taking part. 
The student Government 
Association conducted an 
opinion poll and gathered 1650 
No votes (74 percent) against 
571 Yes votes (26 percent) out of 
a total enrollment of 9,600 
students, which means that less 
than 25 percent of the student 
body voted. 
"We've had a great deal of 
security problems on campus," 
said SMSC president Duane 
Meyer. "We've had one rape 
and a number of attempted 
rapes." 
When asked if the per-
petrators of these campus 
crimes are towns' people or 
students, Meyer replied , " I 
really don't have any comment 
on that. We have people who 
have taken lie detector tests but 
we don't have any convictions 
so I really can't say anything 
right now." 
Although the security system 
initially called for only two 
cameras to be installed "near 
the parking areas of the 
college" , there appears to be 
other underlying hazards which 
inevitably face such a video 
surveillance system. 
Dr. Meyer pretty well sum-
med up these hazards when he 
stated that student opposition 
resulted because students 
"were afraid it would grow to be 
a political control like in Or-
well 's 1984. " 
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Campus Beautifi~ation? 
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Oear 
Dear Balthazar, 
I guess that I showed you, 
huh? 
Chuck the KMSM Duck 
Dear Chuck, 
How come Gertrude (Merylle 
Backer's dog) has been getting 
so many calls from the Super 
Stuffy Radio Station KRUD? 
She told me that Bill Tittee and 
Glen Canderson keep bugging 
her for a date. H-Ha , she said 
that she would be true to me, 
just as her master is true to his 
school. 
Dear Balthazar , 




Yes, CURE is now collecting 
trash to be recylcled. The main 
collection center is at the Old 
Kroger Building. They are 
collecting all glass, all metal 
cans, and old newspapers . They 
will be open on any Saturday 
from 9 to 5. They also will have 
a pickup truck in the near future 
to pick up stuff at fraternities 
and eating clubs. I 'll get you 
more on this later. 
Recycling is well worth it----
ecologically. Solid waste is one 
of our nations worst diseases. 
You can help. 
Dear Balthazar, 
What's this I hear about the 
Campus Beautification Com-
mittee spending $40,000 on the 
mall? Sounds like a bunch of 
bull to me. What's up? 
Don The Drain 
Dear DDT, 
I will get you the Info next 
week. Hopefully this stupid 
blinder will not take place. 
Later. 
Dear Balthazar, 
What have you been doing 
with my dog? 
Merylle Backer 
Dear Mr. Backer, 
And you wonder why all the 
guys are wearing boots on 
campus? 
Dear Bal, 
I am a girl and I work at the 
Fort Gateway Guide at St. 
Robert (where the Miner is 
printed). I have been reading a 
lot of aricles concerned with 
your Coeds. Last week 
some girl made mention of 
getting your jollies at 
Waynesville or Dixon. I happen 
to live in Dixon and I would like 
to know what she meant by 
that? 
Mary Makeup 
, Dear Merry Make, 
Damned if I know! I get my 
jollies ;; t the Ri tz ! 
Confidential to the POET: Try 
again. 
Confidential to Krazy Kathy at 
KRUD: Layoff the Hick stuff. 
Not only is it biggoted, but it 
doesn 't fit with the imagery of 
KRUD---Super Spoffy Radio 
Dear Ball the Czar, 
Comrade: I have been 
communicated to in reference 
to your insinuations about our 
most omnipotent past leaders 
and am himuliated! Why not 
change your column to 
Kilthezar. 
Dear Ig, 
Are you any relation to Pete 
(Pixie ) Pixum? 
Dear Bal , 
We would like to thank you 
and Kent Yoest for your interest 
in the UMR "Coed Con-
frontation". Kent 's article last 
week, "The Story of Joe City", 
was a good summary of UMR 
attitudes , with a humor and 
compassion we appreciated. 
And we like your put-downs on 
girls who can 't see the joke and 
took all this personally! 
Hopefully this will close the 
subject! Glad to be MINERS we 
are, 
Sue Hadley , Joan Brune , 
Peggy Durst, Pam LaFoone , 
Linda Tevlin, Cathy Conroy , 
Marge Kelly, Polly Reed , 
Margaret Wichard , and 
Virginia Shoulders 
Dear S,J,P,P ,L,C,M,P ,M,&V, 
Thank you for your pleasant 
comments. As for Kent , he is 
always willing to compassion 
any willing girl. As for myself, 
if there is anything I can do for 
you, I'll do ittoyou. I mean do it 
for you. 
Oh by the way, neither I nor 
Kent have anything to do with 
Pete Pixie's article this week. If 
any of the Coeds get offended by 
his column, remember we are 
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And Another Thing • • • 
They came to the campus 
without a fanfare--and they 
really didn 't want one. For the 
seven inmates from the 
Missouri State Penitentiary the 
primary interest is the 
acquisition of an education . 
With the emphasis that is 
being placed on the 
rehabilitation of offenders, the 
University of Missouri -Rolla 
has been actively involved in 
inmate education programs in 
Missouri prisons. 
The first efforts began in the 
fall of 1968 when Dr . David 
Hentzel an associate professor 
of economics at UMR began a 
non-credit course in economics 
at Jefferson City . On his own 
time, Dr. Hentzel drove back 
and forth to Jeff to teach the 
class, which had 20 inmates 
enrolled. 
By the next semester , Dr . 
Hentzel had arranged for other 
courses to be offered, with 
financial backing through the 
University Extension Division. 
Since that time, the program 
has been expanded to include 
instruction not only at Jefferson 
City , but in Algoa at the In-
termediate Reformatory , in 
Moberly at the Medium 
Security Prison, and in Tipton 
at the Women 's Prison . 
Since that time, ap-
proximately 350 inmates have 
been involved in the program, 
with over 2,587 credit hours 
given for a variety of courses, 
mostly in the freshman -
sophomore area, including 
Logic , American History, 
Music, Computer Science , 
Exposition , Intros . to 
Psychology and Sociology, and 
Accounting. 
But ther e have been no 
degrees granted through the 
program, for the Univers ity 
r equires that every student 
must complete his last thirty 
hours on campus, and the 
laboratory and library 
requirements could not be met 
inside the prison. Last January , 
Dr . John Dahm began to set up 
the machinery for the selection 
of six or seven men who would 
come to the UMR campus in the 
fall of 1971. 
Dr. Dahm had been teaching 
a Western Civi lization course in 
Jefferson City and had become 
interested in the entire inmate 
education project. Dr . Hentzel 
discussed his plans for a n on-
campus program with Dahm 
and he decided to help develop 
that program. 
As a type of model for the 
project, Dr. Dahm had the 
results of a similar program 
started in the state of Oregon in 
1967, between the University of 
Oregon and the Oregon State 
Penitentiary. Their program , 
en titled "Project Newgate ," 
was begun by the author of 
" Birdman of Alcatraz ," 
Thomas Gaddis, and was the 
first program ever to allow 
inmates to leave the prison for 
schooling before parole or 
discharge. 
"I made two trips to Oregon," 
Dr . Dahm said, "and the in -
formation that I got from the 
officials there was most helpful 
in designing our project. " 
Dr . Dahm arranged for the 
financing of the project through 
the Department of Education's 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Section and the Missouri Law 
Enforcement Assistance 
Cl)uncil. The two organizations 
Inmates Come To UMR By Kent Yoest 
split the costs of the progra m 
that included books, room, 
board, and tuition on an in-
dividual basis for the men. The 
Board of Probation and Parole 
assisted in the selection of men 
for the program, and by April of 
1971 , an initial selection of seven 
men had been made. Dr . D<ihm 
and Dr. Robert Barefield of the 
UMR Counseli ng and Testing 
Center then went to work on an 
orientation and thera py 
program with the men. 
About the end of June , a 
monkeywrench was thrown into 
the works when a group of Rolla 
citizens expressed "concern " 
over the housing phase of the 
project. 
It had orginally been plan-
ned to house the men off 
campus in the area of Oak 
Street. The citizens wanted the 
men housed on campus, under 
the supervision and jurisdiction 
of the university , and they 
circulated a petition in Rolla 
urging that this be done. The 
petition received about 300 
signatures . 
Later in July, Dr. Dahm 
received word that one of the 
funding agencies of the 
program had run into problems 
and that 1972 funds for the 
program might be cut. The 
Department of Corrections then 
decided to postpone the project 
for a semester. 
By October the funds had 
been cleared and the go-ahead 
given . But because of the delay, 
three new men had to be chosen 
beca use three of the original 
seven had already been paroled 
or released. 
January 3 the group of in-
mates arrived in Rolla and were 
given housing in Building T-2 on 
campus. Since that time the 
men have been adjusting to 
their new env ironment. They 
have all been accepted as 
members of the Engineers Club 
and will take their meals there. 
As to their schedules and 
ro'utines, the men are free from 
6:45 a.m. until 10 :30 p.m ., to 
come and go on the campus 
simply by s igning out of their 
quarters. 
As to the success of the 
program in this area, Dr. Dahm 
optimistically points to the 
results of the Oregon program, 
where out of the 153 inmates 
that have participated, only 31 
or 20 per cent have gone back to 
the penitentiary, far below the 
national average. And of those 
31, only seven returned for new 
crimes . The rest were for parole 
violations. 
UMR Enrollnlent To Drop, 
Then Increase By 1976 
Enrollment in the University 
of Missouri System is expected 
to increase in the next five 
years according to a projection 
made by the University's Office 
of Institutional research in-
fo r mation is made avai lable. 
The projection calls for a gain 
of two to three percent in the 
five years. More than one-third 
of this increase is in the upper 
level programs including 
master, doctorate, and ad-
vanced profess ional areas. 
Of the fo ur campuses in the 
University System, only UMR is 
expected to have a decrease in 
enrollment. This downward 
trend should continue at a rate 
of approximately 150 students 
per year , until 1974 when a 
slight reversal should begin. 
This years total enrollment of 
4,755 will not again be reached 
until 1976. 
The proj ected enrollment 
compared to actual enrollment 
for the last five years offers 
good indication that these trend 
estimates should be correct. 
Wins Abortion Case 
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (CPS)--
The editor of the University of 
Florida's student newspaper , 
The ALLIGATOR, has been 
found innocent of any crime in 
printing information on abor-
tion referral in the paper last 
Fall. A county felony court 
ruled that the state 's 193-year-
old abortion law was un-
constitutional. 
ESTEY JEWELRY 
The Finest In Diamonds 
And Jewelry 
U.M.R. Class Rings 
715 Pine St. 364-2142 Rolla, Mo. 
":=======:!..! 
PIZZA 
-ALEX PIZZA PALACE 
17 STEAMING VARIETIES 
SPECIAL 
Hours (Open Doily) 
From 4 p.m. To 2 o _m. 




FOR TAKEOUTS & 
DELIVERY SERVICE 
Wednesday, February 2, 1972 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
Governor Hearnes To Speak 
Warren E. Hearnes, governor of 
Missouri, will be the first 
speaker in a lecture series on 
"I ndustry ' s Ecological 
Responsibilities" at the 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
during March and April. 
Sponsored by a grant from the 
S & H Foundation, the series is 
being presented by the 
engineering management 
.department of UMR's School of 
Engineering. 
The lectures will outline the 
responsibilities and limitations 
of industrial organizations in 
controlling environmental 
pollution. Emphasis will be on 
the effects that social respon-
sibilities have on engineering-
m a nagement ecological 
decisions. 
Governor Hearnes will speak 
March 1 on the UMR campus. 
His topic is "Considering the 
Social Responsibilities in 
Engineering - Management Ec-
ological Decisions. " 
the second lecttger (April 7) 
will be Thomas M. Fisher of 
Detroit, administrative 
assistant to the General Motors' 
vice president and executive in 
charge of the Environmental 
Activities Staff. His subject is 
"Environmental Decisions and 
Their Conflicts with the Firm's 
Goals and Objectives." 
Final speaker in the series 
will be Jerome H. Svore , 
regional administrator for 
Region VII, Environmental 
Protection Agency , Kansas 
City. He will discuss "En-
vironmental Responsibilities 
and Industrial Organizations in 
our Society" April 26. 
All lectures will be held in the 
Mechanical Engineering 
Auditorium on the UMR 






10 A.M. to 1 A.M. 
Frosted Mugs 
Coldest Beer In Town 
Sandwiches 
•••••••••••••••••• 
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\Vednesuay, February 2, 1972 
-
The ice storm of last week left behind severa I exa mples of 
nature's artwork. This ice formation was found by 
photographer Dennis Demereckis outside Norwood Hall. 
II 
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JJ7hat's The Scoop? 
By Charles Laderoute 
Standing Room Only 
In the eighteenth century a 
philosopher-economist named 
Thomas Malthus astounded the' 
intellectual world with his 
dismal prophecy of a bleak and 
famine be ridded world. Based 
on detailed studies of population 
growths and food output, 
Malthus ascribed to the prin· 
ciple that human population 
grows at a geometric rate while 
food grows at an arithmetic 
rate . At the time though , his 
beliefs proved to be a little 
early; his predicted famines did 
not come. The reason for this 
was the industrial revolution, 
the exploitation of America, and 
the development of the skills of 
medicine . Today, however , 
many scientists, 
demographers , and population 
experts feel that the Malthusian 
Principle may come about after 
all . 
The world's population now is 
approaching four billion. The 
constituent population added by 
the United States, according to 
the 1970 census, is 204,765,770. 
Though this is only one-fifteenth 
of the Earth 's total , the citizens 
of the United States presently 
consume more than 50 per cent 
of the resources used each 
year. For those who ascribe to 
the Spaceship Principle for the 
Earth this seems less than 
viable. 
The United States also added 
some 25 million new souls to the 
world 's population over our 1960 
statistics. At this rate of growth 
a new human being is born 
every eight seconds in the 
United States. Though this may 
not seem to be formidable , it 
does give us a doubling rate of 
once every 35 years . Thus , by 
the year 2,000 A. D. the United 
States will have a population of 
about 400,000,000 and the Earth 
as a whole will be approaching 
7 -S billion! 
But many United States 
citizens are beginning . to 
question the worth of unchecked 
population growth. One of the 
most famous spokesmen for the 
population control movement 
has been Dr. Paul Ehrlich. 
About five years ago he formed 
an organization known as Zero 
Population Growth . The goals of 
this organization are directed at 
bringing the United Sta tes 
population growth down to 0 per 
cent per year . What this means 
is that every man and woman 
wanting to have children should 
only replace themselves ; that is 
have no more than 2 children 
per family. Even if this could be 
brought about, the United 
States ' population stabilize at 
approximately 350 million. This 
is due to the relatively young 
average our population has and 
present fertility trends. 
THE ENVIRONMENT 
Many argue that there is no' 
need for planned population 
control. They still feel that 
families should have as many 
children as they desire. 
Alternatively, many feel that at 
present growth rates, the 
Earth 's carrying capacity may 
have already been passed. If 
this is true then the four billion 
humans who will be added by 
the awesome 2001 could have 
problems. With present trends 
in medicine (upward), 
stabilized food growths, and 
international trade barriers 
there seems to be little hope for 
the three-fourths of the Earth 's 
population who new live in 
poverty and under-
nourishment. And yet 4 billion 
more are coming. 
Aside from the aesthetics of 
huge populations there is also 
the problem of increased 
pollution due to excessive 
numbers . Many scientists feel 
that with projected growth 
trends, population will not be in 
a linear relationship with 
pollution, but as a geometric 
variable. Thus as population 
grows by two times, pollution 
may grow at three or four times 
its present rates. For the United 
Sta tes these facts seem to be 
viable unless our economy gets 
less consumption conscious and 
more environmentally con-
scious. 
There's more to pollution than 
dirty air and filthy water. 
Pollution, in one form or 
another, exists whereever there 
is misallocation of our en-
vironmental resources. 
The Federal Highway 
Program is probably one of the 
worst forms of institutionalized 
pol!ution confronting us. Every 
time you buy gasoline, oil, tires, 
spare parts. or a car you are 
putting mone) into the Highway 
Trust Fund. This money can be 
spent only on highways. It is 
generally given to states on the 
basis of ninety cents for every 
dime of state money. 
In contrast, if a city or state 
wished to build a mass tran· 
sportation system it must put up 
from 33 per cent to 50 percent of 
the cost. In the short run . it is 
probably cheaper for a city or 
state to try and solve its tran-
sportation problems with 
another new expressway. But 
the end is in sight. 
At present more than sixty 
per cent of the average 
American city surface area is 
given to the care, feeding, and 
transportation of the 
automobile. At the same time 
our cities are needing more tax 
revenues , more of the tax base 
is being destroyed to provide 
room for more expressways. 
A vicious circle is in 
operation. As our mass tran-
sportation systems die for ' lack 
of funding more people are 
forced to use automobiles. As 
more automobiles are used 
more money goes into the High-
way Trust Fund, money whi.ch 
can only be used for more high-
ways. Air pollution levels soar 
in the cities. Our cities become 
dirtier and uglier as we make 
more concessions to the 
automobile. 
The automobile has in large 
part been responsible for the 
rapid growth of our suburbs. 
The suburbs and outlying 
garden cities are where most 01 
the new jobs are going to be in 
the future. Yet more than 
twenty per cent of all American 
families do not own an 
automobile. This includes most 
of the urban poor. It will 
become increasingly difficult 
for these people to get to work if 
changes are not made im-
mediately in our priorities. 
Since 1963 more than 100 mass 
transportation systems have 
been forced to go out of 
business. Mass transit systems 
are like any piece of machinery. 
If money is not spent on 
maintenance they become 
dirty, inefficient and peop!e 
don't use them. 
The federal government spent 
7.763 billion dollars on tran-
sportation last year. Of 
this amount 2.S percent was 
spent on mass transit and .6 per 
cent was spent on inter-city 
rails. The remaining 96.6 per 
cent was spent on highways, 
aviation, and water transport. 
The automobile is directly 
responsible for at least 39 per 
cent of our nation's air pollution 
- and up to SO per cent in the 
cities of Washington, D. C. and 
Atlanta. Billions of man hours 
are wasted each year as people 
sit in the middle of traffic jams. 
Much of our irreplaceable 
natural resources are being 
wasted each year to supply the 
demands of an automobile 
oriented economy. 
What can be done? Any 
changes that are going to be 
made will take a lot of work . 
There are a lot of people making 
a lot of money the way our 
present "transportation " 
system is set up. 
Probably the single most 
important thing would be to 
remove the restriction on the 
usage of funds from the High-
way Trust Fund. This money 
should be available for any 
valid ground transportation 
BYMikeChiles. 
use. As mass transit systems 
once again become available to 
the general public an in-
creasingly higher tax should be 
placed on the usage of cars in 
the cities. In the future , ex-
pressways in the city will have 
to justify their existence. High-
ways can no longer be allowed 
to toll over people's houses and 
across their parks without very 
good reasons. 
In creating what is in many 
ways a marvelous tran-
sportation system , the 
American people have also 
created a monster. Something 
must be done to tam'e the 
monster before it devastates 
our cities , ruins our aIr, and 
engulfs our country side. 
Hunger aside, many feel the 
pressures of excess growth in 
such wa ys as crowded 
schools , crowded highways, 
crowded stores, crowded 
communities, crowded etc. 
These problems are the most 
prevelent in the United States 
for recent studies show that the 
average female still wants 2.7 
children from her marriage . 
With these facts in mind we 
may add even more than 200 
million to our population by 
2,000 A. D. 
Though the United States is 
not in any serious immediate 
danger, we do have the signs of 
coming problems. And if one 
agrees with the spaceship Earth 
model , it is not hard to see that 
due to the Earth 's limited ( ! ) 
resources we need to take some 
action. Inter.estingly we must 
clean our doorstep before we 
can clean our neighbors' . 
Likewise before we can aid the 
foreign countries with very 
serious population problems, 
we must stabilize ours first. 
InteiJigent preparations and 
actions in line with the balance 
(unbalanced) of nature are a 
must. Certainly they seem more 
promising than famine or war. 
Physics Department Inaugurates 
Revolutionary Teaching Techniques 
A refreshing note of gra ti tude 
ought to be struck for two 
faculty members of our Physics 
department here at UMR. The 
two faculty members - John 
Park and William Snow. The 
reason for our gratitude - for ' 
introducing a new and different 
approach to learning here at 
UMR. 
In two Physics 21 sections this 
sem ester , an innovative ap-
proach to learning will be used, 
previously untested on the UMR 
campus. the Approach is a 
personalized mastery plan 
which Park and Snow adopted 
from theories of two con-
temporary b e havorial 
psychologists B. F. Skinner and 
F. S. Keller . The system em-
phasizes mastery of the subject· 
with the student working at his 
own speed. Another important 
facet of the system, according 
to Skinnerian psychology is 
immediate reward and rein-
forcement when learning the 
given material. What this 
means relative to the system is 
that upon completing each test, 
it is immediately graded on a 
pass-fail basis allowing for the 
student to learn from his 
mistakes if failed (and taking a 
comparable test over until 
passed ) and immediate 
sa tisfaction if passed Cand at 
that point progressing further 
into levels of mastery ). 
. Despite the fact that this 
system requires more work 
from the teachers , the an-
ticipation and enthusiasm is 
apparent from both Park and 
Snow. According to Park, the 
success of the system "will 
depend largely on the maturity 
of the student. He will get out of 
it exactly as much as he puts 
into it, as much as he wants out 
of it.. .. Many more students will 
be getting higher grades, but 
also there will be many more 
drops under the system." 
Having been educated in the 
traditional educational system, 
it's refreshing to know that 
practicl steps are being taken to 
get away from the stale 
teaching methods and into 
something new and challenging 
wi th the professor interested 
more in learning than teaching. 
Whether or not the system will 
be successful , only time will 
tell ; but regardless of the 
eventual outcome, Professors 
Snow alld Park should be ap-
plauded for their attempts to 
improve production quality of 




("olltillllrd ..... om Page cl 
Then Joe Mi ll er. that gross 
old UM I1 tradition began to add 
his two ("('Ilts worth . The 
semest r sow the ri sc of a new 
typt' of humor. thr coed jok . 
"Whnt 's n girl likr you doing in 
n nict' piner Ii kl' this '?" " Ilow do 
vou spot the UMI1 ('Ol'd in an 
AmcriClln lit dass? SIll" s the 
one who thinks Moby Dick is n 
socia l di scuse .·· Like r lcphnnt 
jokes. lilt' cocd jokrs art' jus t 11 
fnd . bllt thl' g irl s !(ct a lot 
madder th" " thc l'lcpha nt s used 
to . 
Th wOlllen began to hit bu ·k . 
Rumo .. s bcgnn spreading about 
th e nigh t ly wuit illS lin e to see 
Mcry le 13akker 's dog . More 
swcuts lllrt s appeared bea ring 
the inscription. "Don 't Bother -
J"m Meryle Bakker 's Dog ." 
Joe Miner hi t back wit h mor 
humor. "Did you hear about the 
o d so dumb s h brought he r 
'osm lies to a make-up exam?" 
And so th war continues. 
Pete Pixum car fully mainta ins 
his n utra lity . (Blessed are the 
pellcemuk r s, for they s hull 
oblain piece.) We have only two 
questions; what do s the phrase 
"Oon't Bother - I 'm a UMR 
coed " really m an . (Not : this 
is a s rious question, we really 
wa nt to know what itmcans . ) 
And s 'condly , who is raking in 
alt the mon ey from thc 
sweu tshirt sa les? 
Freshmen: Carry 
Your Cudgels! 
III o"drr to rid Ollr (;1111111115 
fr(lm 1111 Ihllt Saillt 
Pal.rkk holds IIl1holy a lld to 
rid Ollr tllmpllS of 11 11 ev il 
spirits beron' the IIrrivnl of 
Ollr 1)lItroll SlIi ll \.. All r.·csh-
1I1t'1I s hollid have 11 
s hill e ln g h ill t11t>lr 
,'osscss ion when vcntnl"ins 
on tht' SlIered UMH 
cn mI)US . Yon shonld ha vc 
the s hillela g h in your 
possess ion at a ll times 
between March 6 and 
March 1G . Your 
organization should set the 
specifica tion s for yon,' 
shille lagh. 
Get to know the two of 
you before IOU become 
the three of you. 
G t to know what you both r ally like. 
What you both really want out of life. 
Get to enjoy your freedom together until you both 
decide you want to let go of a little bit of it. 
But make it your choice. 
Re earch tati tics show that more than half of all 
th pr gnancies each year are accidental. Too many 
of th m, to couples who thought they knew all about 
family planning methods. 
Get to know how the two of you don't have to 
become the thr of you. 
Or th four of you. Or ... 
Planned Parenthood 
hildr n by choice, Not chance. 
}o\w (urUwr tn(ormntiull . wrill' P1Ul\nl'(l Pnfl'nthood . 
ll (lx. 4!11. Hmho It y Stntion. ew Ytlrk. N Y lOOlfl 
.... 1. 
I"ann(',\ 1 ' ''''~nthOO(l IJ • ".'l\l ll.1. IIlIn ~N'\t or".nlut lon dt'th('.t~d t~lro Y' dll' lr .... ~\, 
m(o rlnat!ro n and (' thell" (1 mun, of (_,"lly S'lluHllnK to _n ""hll w.n t a n n~ It 
ad"ut'lm, rontnbulNi (or lhtl pubhC' J'O(XI I."ov .. \.'~ 
THE MISSOURI MINER Wednesday, February 2, 197: 
Meet The "Ugly Men" 
Hoor (L to R) Steve Brown, House 6 MRHA; John St. Clair, House 2 MRHA; Howard Preez, 
Alpha Epsilon Pi. Seated (L to R.) Gil Krener, House 6 MRHA ; John Brinton; Pi Kappa Alpha; 
Dave Dunavant, Delta Sigma Phi; Mark Schnatzmeyer, Lambda Chi Alpha; Cathy Furlong, 
WRHA ; Gary Schwartz, Tau Kappa Epsilon ; Kim Allen, Thomas Jefferson. Standing (L to R) 
Bob Stanley, Sigma Tau Gamma; Rudi Fischer, Phi Kappa Theta; Greg RiMer; House 3 
MRHA ; Dan Rees, House 4 MRHA ; Dale Wibbenmeyer, Sigma Phi Epsilon ; Dwayne Montana, 
House C MRHA ; AI Callier, Kappa Sigma; Steve Williams, House 2 MRHA; Wilfred Hegg, 
House 5 MRHA. Missing From Picture Don Montgomery, Theta Xi ; Charles Endsley, House 7 
MRHA ; Jeff Ivers, Sigma Nu; Ludwig Rohde, House 3. 
Thanks to the e ffort s of the 
ma ny hard-working Ugly Men 
a nd the organizations which 
they r e present , Theta Tau 
Engi neering Fra ternily has 
r ecentl y purchased for . the 
P helps County Health Depart-
ment a $2500.00 heart screening 
mac hine. This machine will be 
used to screen a ll school age 
children in P helps County for 
the de tec tion of any type of 
coronarv disorders . A formal 
presenta'tion of the machine ad 
demons tration of its uses wiII be 
held on Wednesday, February 2, 
a t 6 :30 p .m . in the M. E . 
Auditorium , Room 104. Anyone 
interes ted is encouraged to 
attend . 
The heart machine is just one 
example of the types of service 
the Ugly Men drive provides 
for the residents of t'helps 
County . With the continued 
suppo~t of the students, mer-
c hants , and organizations , 
Ugly Man hopes to maintain its 
aid to the underprivileged and 
keep functioning as a primary 
good-will link betweenUMR 
s tudents and the citizens of 
Ichord Initiates Student Loon Fund 
United States Congressman Richard 
H. Ichord has added $200 to the $800 he 
received fr om the UMR Student Union 
Board la st yea r for a s pea kIng 
engagem ent on campus. He has 
established to $1,000 Richa rd H. Ichord 
Fund to be available to students a t the 
University of Missouri -Rolla aflel' 
March J, 1972. 
Adm inistered by the student fina ncial 
a ids office on the UMH campus, the 
fund will provide short term loans to 
c ligible s tudents who are in need of 
fina ncial a id . 
To be e ligible . the individual mus t be 
a Uni ted tates Cit.izen a nd a UMR 
student (firs t preference will be given 
to Army or Air Force ROTC 
students). Individuals with good 
academic standing wiII be given first 
preference but those on probation will 
a lso be considered. 
The amount of the loan cannot exceed 
the a mount of the current incidental 
fees for one semester and must be 
repaid within a maximum of six 
months. 
Students wishing to apply for a loan 
from th i fWld should contact Raymond 
L. Pendergrass, director of student 
financia l a ids, 203 RolIa Building. 
THIS FRIDAY ONLY! 
HALF-PRICE 
ENTERTAINMENT CHARGE 
(WITH STUDENT 10) 




"toast of the town" 
Hwy. 63 North 
No One Under 21 Allowed 
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Miners Surprise Bulldogs, 98-90 
Rod Schaefer, a professor in the 
Engineering Mechanics dept. at 
UMR was elected president of 
the MlAA at their December 
Meeting . He has been an of· 
ficial scorer at MlAA con· 
ference games for several 
years. The Missouri Miners played 
perhaps their finest game of the 
season Monday night as the 
cagers downed Northeast 
Missouri State, 98·90. UMR 
displayed a balanced scoring 
attack that put five of the 
starters into double figures . 
Rich Peters led all scorers 
with 24 points followed by John 
Williams with 21. Peters biggest 
contribution came through free 
throws, where he made 10 of 12 
attempts. . 
Williams took the opening tip 
and moved in for a 10 foot jump 
shot. The two teams traded free 
throws for the next ten minutes 
of play. Bill Newman did most 
of the outside shotting for the 
Miners as he hit on three at· 
tempts from over 20 feet away. 
NEMS's Joe Boyer keep the 
Bulldogs even has he connected 
on equally long shots. With 10:03 
remaning the score was tied at 
19-19. 
The Miners then started a 
scoring barrage that was to give 
them their first big lead of the 
night. Newman connected on 
two more long outside shoots. 
Peters made good on three 
charity tries and Rodney 
LeGrand followed with a layup 
through the middle. Mter two 
more layups by Williams and 
Newman and a pair of free 
throws the Miners had built up a 
12 point lead, 36·24. 
UMR continued to keep the 
nrp~""rp on and led bv 16 ooints 
with five and a half minutes 
~~-~;U-~ing .LeGrand 'made good 
on both shots of a one-and-<lne 
situation to make the score 40-
24. For the first of many times 
that night the Bulldogs closed 
the gap on a string of Miner 
turnovers . NEMS reeled off 13 
points to UMR's three in the 
closing minutes of the half to 
make the score 49-45 a t the 
intennission. 
UMR came back in the second 
half to regain their big lead. 
Noel connected for six points 
and Peters a pair of free throws 
to make the score 59·49. 
Williams and Randall Irvin 
each added a point from the 
charity -stripe. 
Boyer, who lead the Bulldogs 
in scoring with 18 , again 
sparked NEMS's comeback 
with two long outside shots. 
Three Miners fouls were also 
convered by the Bulldogs with 
13: 46 remaining in the contest 
UMR was leading 59-48. 
For the second time the Miner 
cagers came back to establish a 
big margin. A full court press 
by UMR forced NEMS into 
many turnovers and was the 
most efffective seen this year. 
Williams sparked the Miners 
with eight points ~ p.air of 
10 foot jumpers from the 
baseline. With seven minutes 
remaining LeGrand soot two 
technical fouls and Peters 
added a layup to gi ve the 
.Miners a 14 point margin, 81-67. 
The Bulldogs's Lou Gregory 
and Greg Scott put pressure on 
the Minners but wre countered 
by Noel and Peters on inside 
shots. In the span of only one 
minute NEMS lost two of their 
Tommy Noel goes up for a short jumper against two Bearcat 
defenders. Noel scored 22 points and collected 14 rebounds. 
~ Rolla Volkswagon @J 
Previously Sower's Motors 
Hours: Mon., Wed., & Fri. . 8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. 
Tues. & Thurs. 8:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
Sat. 9:00 a.m.-4:oo p.m. 
"A FINE SELECTION OF 
NEW & USED VW's" 
Old Hwy 66 East 367-5178 
The Missouri . Miners were victorious in two conference 
games this past week. The cagers downed the Bulldogs of 
Northeast Missouri State, 95·90 ; and clobbered Northwest 
Missouri State of Maryville, 95-73. The Miners moved into 
third place behind Kirksville and Lincoln University . The 
Maryvitle story is on page 11. 
Rod LeGrand shoots over the outstretched arms of NWMS's 
Roger Mathes. LeGrand was well contained by the Bearcat's 
and scored onlv eight points. 
As a preliminary to Saturday 
night's contest, the sixth grade 
Tigers from St. James took 
onthe Newburg Wolves in an 
exhibi tion game for the benefit 
of the Miner fans. The Tigers 
won in overtime, 41-40. 
Bench Strength 
UMR FG FT TP 
Williams 8 5 21 
Peters 7 10 24 
LeGrand 2 6 10 
Newman 6 2 14 
Noel 7 4 18 
Ladner 1 2 4 
Irvin 0 1 1 
Kissack 4 6 
TOTAL 32 34 98 
NEMS FG FT TP 
Lewis 0 2 
Boyer 7 4 18 
Scott 6 4 16 
Gregory 5 5 15 
Seip 2 2 6 
Evans 6 3 15 
Magruder 1 2 4 
Blaydes 3 3 9 
Saffarans 2 1 5 
TOTAL 33 24 90 
Score By Periods: 
NEMS 45 45 90 
UMR 49 49 98 
straters on fouls. Scott and 
Boyer both left with five per· 
sonals. With 2:45 remaining the 
Miners LeGrnd committed his 
fifth foul and also left the game. 
Williams put the finishing 
touches on a sweet win with five 
counters in the closing minute. 
A pair of clutch free throws in a 
bonus situation put the game 
away for the Miners. 
The CRESCENT 
RESTAURANT 
The Miners ' finished the 
contest with a 55 percent 
shooting average, having hit on 
32 of 58 attempts from the f1oor. 
UMR also scored on 34 of 47 
tries from the charity stripe. 
SCOTTS 
DRUGS 








Hwy. 63 N. 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
Lounge Will Open In The 
Near Future 
.., .. . 
• 
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Sw;nln1ersSecond In DoubleDual· 
Outclass Wash U Bears; 84-25 
This past Saturday the Miner 
swim team hosted Drury 
College and Washington 
University in a double dual 
meet. When it was over the 
Miners had been defeated by 
Drury (6-1 record ) and had 
beaten Washington U. 0 -1 
record. The Miners lost to 
Drury last year , 47-66, and the 
final score Saturday was 38.5-
74.5. But the meet was indeed 
very much closer than the score 
seems to indicate. In fact, the 
Miners lost nineteen points by a 
total of 3.8 seconds. 
Thus the Miners swam well 
but lost the close ones. That last 
little bit of effort just wasn't 
there to pull it out. But it must 
also be said that Drury was the 
toughest college division team 
the Miners will face, and they 
swam their best meet of the 
year . In fact, two of the three 
pool records set were by Drury. 
In the 1000 free , Drury set a new 
mark of 11 :06.5 , breaking the 
old mark of 11: 10.0. And it was 
in this event that Kent Wright 
had his personal best, but it was 
only good enough for third . 
Drury also set a record in the 
200 free with a time of 1 :53.1 , 
beating the old mark by l.9 
seconds. And it was good 
enough for only second place. 
The other pool record and also 
a varsity record was set by Tim 
Blood in the 100 free. Tim beat 
his own mark of :51.0 with a 
time of :50.7. The other varsity 
record was set in one of the 
most exciting races of the day . 
In a picture-bookending in the 
final event, the Miners, 400 free 
relay tied Drury with a time of 
3: 27.6 . When anchorman Tim 
Blood started out, he had about 
ten feet to make up and got 
steadily closer on each turn and 
finally caught Drury's man 
right at the finish line. 
In addition to the above breaststroke puts on the 
records and the three personal kneecap. And in spite of the 
bests already mentioned, there knowledge of this fact, Allen 
were four others. Tim Blood had his best time ever in the 
beat his previous best time in event. That is really true effort 
the 200 individual medley by .2 and courage. . 
seco nds with a time of 2: 10 .1; Not to forget Washington U. , 
Jack Belshe had a 1: 13.9 for his the Miners beat them 84-25, and 
best in the 200 fly; Jim Glasa the truth of the matter is that 
had a 5:26.4 for his best in the Washington U. was never in 
500 free ; and Allen Fails had a contention and didn 't take one 
time of 2: 36.9 in the 200 breast n any event if the schools 
for his best time ever. aken together. 
..................... _---
UMR diver Ron Dutton completes a reverse layout in the one 
meter diving competition. The Miners lost to Drury College, 
but overwhelmed Washington University in the double dual 
meet. 
There is a very interesting 
story about Allen Fails and his 
performance Saturdy. He was 
recently informed by a doctor 
that if he continues to swim the 
breast stroke he may never 
walk again . This is due to the 
.ereat nressure the kick in thp. 
So although the Miners did 
lose to Drury there was great 
effort put forth and it was there 
fore a hard loss to take. But they 
can get even when the two 
schools have a rematch on Feb. 
1l. Looking ahead to that 
weekend,the Miners host 
William Jewell College this 
Friday at 4:00 and then travel to 
Columbia for a meet aginst the 
Tigers the following day at 
2:00. The meet here Friday 
should serve as a good warm up 
for the following day 's events, 
but even the most optimistic 
swim fan would have to hesitate 
a bit before he predicts a Miner 
victory at Columbia. But the 
meet should still prove to be 
very interesting , and who 
knows what can happen. 
NOTICE 
Blue Key is now 
Allen Fails, who has been warned by his doctor that further 
swimming may result in permanent injury to his legs, is 
pictured here in the butterfly. Fails swam his best time ever 
in the event . 
accepting applications for 
membership. Pick your 
application up at the 
Student Union Candy 
Counter. 
THE PIZZA HUTS OF MISSOURI 
Limit 1 Piz =a Hul 
Dollar per family 
Ont'r 111") ht u II hJ, ,/u I I 11 ( 
all) Imu u ahout lIo lta 
GOOD MON.-FRI. 
® 
R pdumobl, WIth th, p",.chau 
0/ M q LARG E-SI Z E PI Z ZA 
al 
THE PIZZA HUTS 
OF MISSOURI eX! 
?'1'r /J;f P.eZi 
PIZZA HUT PETE 
Expires 
EXPIRES FEB. 11, 1972 
Wednesday, February 2, 1972 
Cog 
. Lincoln Leads MIAA Race t 
Undefeated In League Pla~ pe 
With the 1971-72 MIAA 
basketball season nearing the 
halfway point Lincoln 
University and Northeast 
Missouri State are continuing to 
pull away from the rest of the 
conference. A real battle is 
developing between the two as 
they head into the stretch of the 
'72 ~~ ...... ~."," 
Craig Shour 
In free throws , CMSC's 
Lamont Cooper leads the MIAA 
with an excellent .853. In second 
place is Bob Curl with a .814 
from the charity stripe. Rich 
Peters of UMR is fourth with 
.778. 
John Williams, of UMR leads 
the MIAA in rebounds , 
averaging 12 .4 caroms per 
game. Lou Gregory of NEMS is 
second , averaging 1l.4 per 
game. In team statistics, last 
place NWMS leads the MIAA 
with a total of 749 rebounds. 
In perhaps the most im· 
portant statistic of all, field goal 
percentage, Lincoln University 
shows a commanding lead. As a 
team , the Tigers are .525 per· 
cent from the field. The nearest 
competition in this category are 
the Miners , with a .435 from the 
field. 
Leading the freethrow per· 
centages is fourth place 
Southeast Missouri State with a 
team rate of .681. Right behind 
them is last place Northwest 
Missouri State who have 
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In individual percentages , 
Craig Shour of CMSC leads the 
MIAA with a deadly .561 from 
the fieldgoal percentage. The 
Miner's John Williams and Rod 
LeGrand are also in the top ten , 
ranking fifth and ninth 
respectively. Williams has 
compiled a .485 from the field, 
while LeGrand is .456 in his 
attempts . 
The MIAA standing to this three point 
In individual scoring, Zack 
Townsend, of SWMS is the high 
man in the MIAA racking up an 
average of 22.6 points per 
game: In second place is UMR's 
John Williams who has a 2l.4 
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aCe Cagers Bounce Bearcats, 95-73 
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Volleyball Leagues 
~ Play Peters, Noel Add Scoring Punch 
League One W L League Two W L 
Engine 3 0 Delta Sig 3 
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The Missouri Miners evened 
their MIAA conference record 
at 2-2 last Saturday night by 
trouncing the Bearcats of 
Northwest Missouri State, 95-73. 
The victory was the Miners 
sixth in 14 attempts. UMR has 
won all of their games played 
here a t Rolla. 
Tommy Noel had one of his 
finest nights as he shot for 22 
points and hauled in 14 
rebounds. Rich Peters topped 
all scorers with 25 points. 
The game >opened with Noel 
sinking a free throw for the 
Miners . The Bearcats coun-
tered with four unanswered 
points, and then the game see-
sawed until Jim Porter hit on a 
15 foot jump shot to even the 
score 12-12. The Miners then ran 
off 11 consecutive points to put 
themselves on their way to 
victory. Bill Newman, UMR's 
back court man , hit on a 25 foot 
shot from the corner. Two 
stolen passes followed by layups 
from John Williams and 
Peters put the Miners 
out in front 18-12. NWMS called 
time out to regroup forces , but 
Rodney LeGrand combined for 
five more points inclqding a 
three point play by Peters. 
NWMS 's Phil Seifert finally 
broke through, scoring on one of 
a pair of free throw tries to 
make the score 23-13. 
The Miners continued ap-
plying the pressure forcing the 
Bearcats into making mistakes. 
The First Noel 
UMR FG FT TP 
Peters 11 3 25 
Williams 8 3 19 
LeGrand 3 2 8 
Newman 5 1 11 
Noel 8 6 22 
Ladner 2 0 4 
Irvin 1 0 2 
Gredell 0 0 0 
Sandhaus 0 0 0 
Kissack 0 0 0 
Potts 0 0 0 
McKenzie 1 0 2 
Snowden 1 0 2 
TOTALS 40 15 95 
NWMS FG FT 1'P 
Gerke 6 4 16 
Nelson 9 0 18 
Porter 4 9 
Seifert 7 15 
Sweeney 2 1 5 
Wood 0 0 0 
LeBois 2 0 4 
Hill 0 6 6 
Andresen 0 0 0 
Mathes 0 0 0 
TOTALS 30 13 73 
SCORE BY PERIODS 
UMR 49 46 95 
NWMS 34 39 73 
NOTICE 
There will be a golf 
meeting Feb . 14 at5:00 in 
the Multi-purpose 
. classroom. If you are in-
terested in varsity golf, but 
cannot attend the meeting, 
contact Coach Mercier. 
The Bearca ts shooting: per-
cent began improving but UMR 
continued to build on their lead 
at the expense of NWMS's 
turnovers. LeGrand hit on a 20 
foot shot from the right of the 
key and converted one free 
throw. Peters added .three more 
points to give the Miners their 
t>iggest lead of the half at 42-25 
with 3:55 remaining. 
The two teams traded baskets 
for the remainder of the half 
and the Miners went to the 
lockerroom leading 49-34. UMR 
hit on 59 per cent of their shots 
from the field versus 39.5 per 
cent for NWMS. 
Noel Scores 22 
The Miners slowed down the 
pace at the beginning of the 
second half but continued to 
outscore the Bearcats. Peters 
hit for six straight points before 
leaving the game with his fourth 
personal four. A short jumper 
by Williams and a layup by Noel 
gave the Miners 61-42 lead after 
five minutes had elapsed in the 
half. 
Coach Billy Key began to give 
his bench some experience as 
Don McKenzie and John Ladner 
ma de their first apperances . 
Ladner made another fine 
defensive showing as he blocked 
three Bearcat's shots during 
only a few minutes of play. 
The Miners front line of 
Williams, Peters, and Noel 
cor.tinued to score inside 
against the Bearcats. UMR had 
increased their lead slightly to 
78-58 after Williams hit five 
consecutive points. 
Key Goes to Bench 
With four minutes remaining 
in the contest Coach Key again 
began substituting with Bob 
Kis~ack replacing LeGrand, 
Roo Sandhaus for WillIams, and 
Irvin for Newman. The backup 
men stayed even with the tired 
Bearcats and the Miners 
finished with a 95-73 victory. 
The Miners connected on 40 of 
70 shots from the field for an 
excellent average of 57 per cent. 
Peters, who is ninth in the 
MIAA in scoring, contributed 25 
points for UMR. He also cleared 
eight rebounds from his center 
post. Williams, who is second in 
the MlAA in scoring with a 21.4 
average, hit eight of 14 attempts 
for 19 points . 
Don Nelson , NWMS 's 6-4 
forward , contributed 18 points 
and 12 r ebounds for the Bear-
cats. 
'NOTICE 
Blue Key is now 
accepting applications for 
membership. Pick your 
application up at the 
Student Union Candy 
Counter. 
2 
Theta Xi 1 Delta Tau 2 1 1 
Wesley 1 Sigma Nu 1 2 0 
Shamrock 1 2 MRHA 0 2 
5gers 0 3 BSU 0 3 
Triangle 0 3 
League Three League Four 
Beta Sig 3 0 KA 3 0 
La Chi 3 0 Kappa Sig 3 0 
PiKA 2 1 Phi Kap 3 0 
Sig Pi 2 1 Mates 1 2 
A E Pi 1 2 Sig Tau 1 2 
A Phi A 1 2 Tech 1 2 
Campus 0 3 
Pi Kap Phi 0 3 
Liahona 0 3 
Theta Chi 0 3 
John Williams, who scored 19 points in the game against 
Maryville, grabs an offensive rebound, and goes right back 
up for a bucket. 
THE CHALLENGE 
At Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics students are 
our business. Often when we say we can teach you 
to do 3 hours of reading homework in 1 hour or less 
with better comprehension and recall , many people 
are skeptical. 
LESSONS WI LL BE HELD: 
FEBRUARY 7, 8, 9, 
&10 
Mon., Tues., Wed. 
& Thurs. 




If you are a skeptic, we present you this 
challenge. Bring your most difficult textbook, on 
any suoject, to a one hour lesson. We 'll demon-
strate our methods in your material and you'll be 
reading twice as fast when you leave . No 
machines, no gimmicks, no strings, and no~ost for 
the lesson . 
Reading Dynamics can help you. We 'll prove it in 
your bOOK. After taking our course, if you fail to 
triple your effective reading speed, your tuition 
win be refunded. Challenge us. Skeptics make our 
best students . 
READING DYNAMICS 
K nowledge thr u Reading 
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Miners Third In UMR Quad; 
Lose To SIU Cougars , 34-14 
Last Tuesda\ the ~Iiners 
tra\'eled to Edwards\'ille, 
Illinois to take on the Southern 
Illinois l ' ni\"ersit\" Cougars in a 
non-conlerence meet , The 
Cougars , led b\ Jan Gitcho and 
Bob l 'nderwood (bolh 
nationa lh ranked). are con· 
sidered to be strong contenders 
lor national honors. The 
~Iiners wrestled well con-
sidprinl1 Ihp comnetition, but 
los t. The score was 38-1 ~ . 
The I irst l\liner points came 
right awa\ as Robbie Arm-
strong ,,'on his 118 pound match 
b\ lorleit. Tim Underhill. the 
l\liner entn' in the 126 pound 
class was then pinned by his 
opponent. LarrY Pruitt. John 
Nugent, wrestling 134 for the 
Miners was pinned by Jan 
Citcho. a nationally ranked 
wrestler who usually wrestles in 
the 126 pound division. 
Mike Blackmore , and Leo 
Scherrer, the Miner entries in 
the 142, and 150 pound weight 
classes were both decisioned by 
their opponents from SIU. Kim 
West. getting the nod in the 158 
pound category, was pinned by 
his opponent, Mike Taylor , 
Captain, Mickey Sims of the 
Miners was also pinned by his 
man. 
The next Miners points came 
as Kenton Hupp , at 177 for the 
Miners tied his Cougar op-
ponent, Steve Bradley. Steve 
Ganz gained the distinction of 
being the first man to make it 
into the second period against 
hid opponent, Bob Underwood. 
He was finall y pinned. In the 
heavyweight class, Jim 
Faulkner of the Miners pinned 
his man, bringing the total 
Miner points to 14. 
On Sa turda y, the Miners 
hosted the First Annual UMR 
Four Team Tournament. The 
event, the first of its kind ever 
held in Rolla pitted Evangel 
College, Missouri Va ll ey, 
Washington Univers ity, and 
UMR in the us ual quad type 
play. Despite a strong showing 
in the heavier weight classes, 
the Miners could only come 
away with a third. 
The winner in the 118 pound 
class was Lerman from 
Washington University. Tim 
Underhill, the Miner entry in 
that class came away with 
third, In the 126 pound division , 
another Washington University 
wr est ler, Jacobi , took the 
honors. UMR's Robbie Arm-
strong came away with second 
place. In competition in the 134 
oound category, Edwards/rom 
Evangel College took first 
place , while John Nugent of 
UMR _ managed a second. 
Tuck , from Missou r i Va ll ey 
took the honors in the 142 pound 
class, while Mike Blackmore, 
the UMR entry, came away 
with a third. In the 150 pound 
division , Leo Sherrer won his 
I irst match, but lost in the finals 
to Mahoney, from Missouri 
Valle\". Bittinger, from Evangel 
won lirst in the 158 pound 
competit ion . Jam es Watts, of 
the t..:MR could manage only a 
lourth. Missouri Valley again 
took the honors as 
their entry in the 167 pound 
class Jeans , won his class. 
C:\IR's entrv, Mickey Sims, was 
lourth 
Kenton Hupp , wrestling 177 
pounds. and Steve Ganz, in 190 
pounds both took top honors in 
their weight classes . In the 
heavywcight division , Wilson , t 
Irom l\llssouri Vallcy, came in 
lirst , while RIch Schultz, 01 r 
C:>OIR was third \' 
\\'on with 75 points. In second 
place was Evangel College, 
with a total 01 53 points. Right 
behind them were the Miners, 
with 52 points . Wash ington 
University was last with 22'2 
points. 
All the participants thought 
the meet was well run and 
evenly matched, so it was 
decided the event will become a 
Yearly tournament, to be held 
each yea r in the first week of 
February. 
Talk to our recruiters 
and the Bell System Team 
when they visit your campus 
February 15 and 16. 
@ ~~~!~o~;'~~;~~m~oe;!~ 
AT & T Long Lines 
UMR' s Steve Ganz eyes his 
opponent from Missouri 
Va l ley in hi s match inthe 
UMR quad. Ganz won the 
m at ch 4-2, but the Miners 
managed only a third place 
fi nish . Missouri Valley 
f inished f irst , followed by 
Evangel. The Miners were 
in third , just one point 
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